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Pilot Sen'ythy "Seeker" Rezan Fyunnen

Pilot Sen'ythy “Seeker” Rezan Fyunnen is a player character played by jarrow.1)

Sen'ythy “Seeker” Rezan Fyunnen

Species: Lorath
Gender: Male

Age: 36 (Appears 18)
Height: 6“3' (2.1 metres)
Weight: 215 lbs

Organization: Lorath Self Defense Force
Occupation: Mech Pilot

Rank: Soldier
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

LSDF Akahar1.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6”3' (2.1 metres)
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Mass: 215 lbs
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Like all Fyunnen, Seeker is well built, the result of not only his caste, but
thousands of hours of combat training and exercise. As is common with many of the recent generations,
his skin, while pale, is slightly more tan than is usual for his race.

Eyes and Facial Features: Seeker is fairly handsome (and he knows it), sharing the heart shaped face
of his people. He bears a small scar on his right cheek. His eyes are a particularly livid shade of violet.
vivid

Ears: Seeker has fairly average ears, pointed at the top and being about two inches higher than a normal
human's. He is missing a small portion of the left lobe, a result of a training accident.

Hair Color and Style: Hair is fairly short, and artifically dyed crimson red.

Distinguishing Features:

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Seeker is, like most of his caste, a fairly aggressive if not particularly violent individual. He
has a tendency to be direct and to the point, almost as if everything were a military situation, even when
they aren't. Driven by a motivation to excel, he will grab at almost any chance to make his name.

Likes: Mechs, mechanical tinkering, reading, females, being a pilot
Dislikes: Idiots, people who regard him as a dumb grunt, cheese
Goals: Seeker has simple goals, merely wishing to be the best at what he does, to be recognized
as one of the elite.

History

Family

Father, deceased.

Mother, serving technician, Ayana-Class Escort.

Sister, still in school.

Pre-RP

Born on Lor, Sen'ythy spent a large amount of time in the care of relatives, as his mother was frequently
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deployed, and his father had been killed in combat before he was born. Sponsored by his aunt, a wealthy
widower, he attended the Lorath college of war sciences, reviving training to become a mech pilot.
During his time there, among other students who were all trying their best, he realized that the prestige
associated with becoming the best, of being held up as an example to follow, inspired him greatly.

Sen'ythy was assigned to the LSDF Akahar for his first deployment. Initially shortlisted to be assigned to a
more prestigious unit, his advancement hit a setback when, during the graduation ceremony, a servo
malfunction in his suit caused Seeker to accidentally step on the commandant's pet. More bitter about
this than he would let on, he reported for duty aboard the Akahar.

Skills

Communication

Seeker has learned both the Lorath language as well as Nepleslian Trade. He can speak and write both
fluently, though given his ancestry he is better with Lorath than with Trade.

Fighting

Seeker has been given the basic training that all military recruits obtain, and is competent with small
arms as well as hand-to-hand combat. He excelled in training where mech-based combat was concerned,
however.

Maintenance and Repair

Rated as a junior mechanic, Seeker enjoys tinkering and fixing objects when he can. Occasionally he can
be found in the hangar bay, working on some small part of whatever he is assigned, a fact that has
gotten him in trouble for unauthorized modifications more than once.

Domestics

As is expected of Fyunnen, Seeker has been trained in the skills needed to effectively maintain his
quarters, making his own food, and maintaining a clean and organized environment conducive to military
life.

Survival and Military

Seeker has been given the skills necessary to survive and thrive in a military environment, as well as
more specialized escape and evasion training, as well as being taught how to survive in a number of
different climates and ecosystems.
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Vehicles

Given specialized training as a Mech pilot, Seeker is a skilled operator, feeling almost as at home in the
cockpit as out of it. While not technically one of the elite, he prides himself on being very, very, good. In
addition, he is rated to operate many of the standard vehicles of the Lorath Self Defence Force from
wheeled utility transports to light shuttles.

Rogue

Seeker thinks of himself as something of a ladie's man, a fact reinforced by his time at the war college,
where he was seldom without a date on leave days. He also learned from a mechanical instructor various
card games played by soldiers, as well as sleight of hand tricks.

Inventory

Lorath Self Defense Force Uniform Components

1 Rank Patch Set, re-applicable adhesive type
1 M37/38 Environmental Battledress Uniform with collapsible helmet
2 Uniform blouse, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings
2 Uniform shirts, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings

Caste position and awards on left sleeve
Rank and position information on right sleeve
Rank patch on right shoulder
Caste indicators on left shoulder and arm bands

2 pair of pants, gray
2 pair of kilt/skirts, gray
2 stonethread undershirts, caste color

Individual name printed on back and left breast of chest.
2 cotton undershirts, gray
2 pair synthetic fiber stockings, black
1 pair synthetic leather gloves, black
1 pair leather boots, black
1 pair short boots or athletic sneakers, black
2 belts, black, brass buckled, sword and pistol usage.
1 Glengarry hat (Fyunnen Caste Only)

Rank patch on front left

Weather Gear

1 black balaclava
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Rank patch on left forehead
1 black stonethread poncho (quarter inch thick), weather resistant inlay, caste colored stripe

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

2 custom print boxer trunks
2 white ringer T-Shirts with pocket on left breast OR 2 black T-Shirts with chest pocket
1 pair black loafers
1 pair black wrestling shoes
4 black boyshort cut panties
6 black sport bras
3 black chest wraps
3 white chest wraps
4 pair of black boot Socks

Accessory Items

1 'Searing Blade' Traditional Melee Weapon System
1 LSDF “Ek'yra” Railgun Service Rifle

300 Rounds of 7.62mm ammunition
1 “M'Cel” 40/30mm Grenade Launcher with pistol grip.

2 Rounds of 40mm conventional explosive ammunition
2 Rounds of 40mm shot
1 40mm signaling flare

1 Hand Cannon
200 Rounds of ammunition

Survival knife, carbon composite
Black sheath with loop and clips for belt or leg attachment (for the knife)

Standard issue hygiene and grooming package
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder
1 Make-up kit
1 Manicure kit
1 Hair brush
1 Hair dye kit
1 Set of hair ornaments and ties
1 Tooth repair and alteration kit

Electronic Money Card (3000 HS)
Coin Purse
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Finances

Sen'ythy “Seeker” Rezan Fyunnen is currently a Soldier in the Lorath Self Defense Force.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
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